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The lymph is a fluid located in the intercellular space, which consists of the fluid being secreted in the arterious

side of capillaries and the waste material created during the metabolism of cells. Thus the lymph is in direct contact

with the cells and the blood vessels. Any chemical or biological change of the organism will affect lymphatic 

production and the composition of the intercellular fluid. The lymph is collected in the lymphatic vessels, and 

filtered by the lymphatic glands located along the lymph routes as a filter system, thus cleaning it of harmful substances. 

Improper nutrition, excess uptake of fat and carbohydrates, smoking, or drinking coffee, and use of oral 

contraceptives influence the work of the lymphatic system - due to the growth of fatty cells, damage to lymphatic

vessels, and depositing of waste materials. As a result, many ladies may expect the appearance of the cellulite

problem and striae, which represent marked aesthetic imperfection. 

Vacuum massage
After analyzing these pathological processes of the 

cellulite problem, the doctors, natural therapists and

engineers involved in developing our treatment

devices, developed a treatment method that helps

eliminate not only mild, but even more severe forms of

the cellulite problem. The beneficial full-bloodedness

caused by vacuum enhances metabolism and improves

the removal of waste materials. 

Owing to the tensile effect of vacuum, the membrane

of many fatty cells becomes permeable, the flat flows

out through it, and gets into the lymph flow. The 

vacuum activates the cells of the connective tissue,

which produce flexible fibres, thus the skin also

becomes more stretched. As a result of the special

massaging movements carried out with the help of the

vacuum, the speed of lymph flow may be multiplied by

50 even. Thus the arising waste materials (metabolites

/ catabolites) may be removed through the most 

natural route possible. 

With the help of vacuum you may achieve a complete

refreshment of the body, which goes beyond the result

of a simple massage treatment. Applying carefully

selected active ingredients, you can further increase

this effect, and using it in combination with other

methods (e.g. ultrasound, interference current or 

iontophoresis), you can determine a complete body

care program. 

vacuflex®2000
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The reflex therapy 

and stimulation 

with aromatic oils

The beneficial effects of vacuum are well known

for thousands years, according to the finds from

Mesopotamia, the people of that time already

used it in 3000 B.C. 

The glass accessory placed on the skin - if the air

is sucked out from them - can influence the

functions of the internal organs through the

remote effect of the meridian and reflex points

by the vacuum effect. The stimuli may alter the

organism through the vegetative regulation,

and may increase its adaptation capability. 

With the help of the automatic massage 

programs of the vacuflex® device - using 2, 4 or

6 glass accessories - we can stimulate simultaneously

the reflex points.

Beyond these, we can also carry out a massage

on the palm or the sole with the handpieces. By

placing the glass tubes on the proper area we

can achieve a pleasant muscle relaxing in order

to relax the tensed, inflexible muscles. 

The treatments could be combined with the

stimulating and soothing aromatic oils, with

which the different therapies could be made

even more efficient. The cupping accessories

can be placed on the back after a massage with

essential oils. 

We can apply prepared, made depending on

the individual characteristics or freshly made -

with strengthening, soothing or drainage effect

- combinations of oils. 

The effects of vacuum:

local blood circulation improves

livelier metabolism

relief of muscle spasms

oxygen intake of cells increase

stimulation of the immune system

mobilization of fatty deposits

analgesic (pain relieving) effect

improved lymph flow
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Easy contact
The comfort offered by vacuflex® 2000 becomes obvious already when you connect the handpiece to it. The

treating tube is fitted with the new easy contact socket, and there is a hermetic connection immediately. So you

can be sure that the vacuum produced by the device will be utilized completely, and the treating tubes

wouldn't be damaged even by constant use. 

vacucontrol®

The high performance compressor of the vacuflex® 2000 device ensures the quick attainment of the preset sucking

power, thus we can carry out the treatment with precise movements, without any unnecessary waiting. The

vacuflex® 2000 device continuously monitors the sucking force during the treatment, and adjusts it according to

the output selected on the front panel. The continuously controlled output of the vacuum ensures that you will

always work with a vacuum suitable for the given part of the body. The vacucontrol® guarantees a successful

treatment free of inconveniences, so that your client will be really content. 

Without any trouble
If you start working with the vacuflex® 2000 device, you

will feel immediately: this instrument has been designed

for you. You don't need to trouble with inflexible tubes

and unwieldy hadpieces: the light and easy to handle

handpieces, the transparent accessories made from

tempered glass, the graceful connecting tubes radiate

comfort and elegancy in all treating position. 

Our designer has seen the vacuflex® 2000 in dreams for

you, now the success depends only on you. Without any

trouble. 

Technical details

Output parameter of vacuum:

20-400 mBar in 20 mBar steps

Dimensions: 255 x 245 x 140 mm

Weight: 3 kg
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Basic equipment 

beyond your wildest expectations

The vacuflex® 2000 deserves a distinct attention not only

for its technical layout, but also for the services

provided by it. 

The vacuum massage and cellulite therapy set, which

are part of the basic equipment, include a handpiece

with 3 glass accessories of different size, and a fast

connection tube for the easy contact socket.

Furthermore, the set contains 2 handpieces and a

distributor for face treatment carried out with two

hands simultaneously.

In addition to vacuum massage treatment of the face

and body, there are also various reflex therapy

programs, which serve a full-scope treatment concept

with the help of the optionally available reflex therapy set. 


